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Abstract

This paper presents a perspective in managing English language teaching (ELT) situation into more
interesting in Discourse Analysis class. It aims to introduce and give a brief explanation on how to analyze
the recent hot news or current issucs in the media using DA approach and bringing the students into a deeper
Discussion on ELT sihration. Tbe. idea of analyzing a discourse of hot news and brought into ELT
classroom, promising an advantageous and benefits for both students and lectures. For learners. Discourse
Analysis uses to show and introduce how to examine news in the media in some levels; text. discursive
practice. social practice and various ways qf analyzing media depends.on what sort of discourse being
presented. Whereas for the lecturers, the idea of bringing hot nervs into ELT classroom, can be used as a
strategy to empower the students more active in proposing or counter opinion in a forum of class discussion
as well as teaching the class to be more aware and critical regarding to the news posted in the media.

Key words: Discourse analysis, Hot Nervs, Media.

1. Introduction
Over the last few decades,thehumanitiesandthesocialsciencesrvitnessedaremarkablysynchronous

paradigm shiftwiththebirthofseveralnewbutmutuallyrelated'inter-disciplines'such as the studyofdiscourse.
A mammoth-alike number of papers appeared in international journals and monographs shorving so man)'
proof of harmonization of discours"e study alongside other disciplines suchassemiotics. psycholinguistics,
sociolinguisticsa nd pragmatics.

A study of discourse since its birth plays a uselul role in helping academia to understand the role of
many discourse events within the society. Using or analyzing news in discourse becomes one of the most
aclive areas of research in linguistics. Many publications recently have shovvn a remarkable numbers papers-
in the study of discourse analysis (henceforth: DA) written DA particularly in news discourse. These recent
studies mention DA can walks as interdisciplinary alongside other approach or methodology to seek the
discourse and beyond the discourse. (Fairclough: 2013 ; Richardson: 2006; Allen, Peter: 2012; Wodak and
Meyer:2001)

These prominent scholars, also slightly similar in their conclusions that DA can play a valuable role in
helping society to understand underlying meanings in texts. events. genre. or social practices. However- DA
should used vis-avis rvith other approaches or combined rvith the insights of other disciplines- such as

semiotics studies, psycholinguistics,sociolinguistics,pragmatics or the neu'recent trends such as CDA as rvell
as theory of framing in media studies. Therefore. this present study sees DA as a modern discipline in the
area of applied lin-suistics rvhich covers a wide variety of different approach.

The question then arises. "Can rve bring this modern discipline into ELT classroom activit) to train
our EFL students to be more aware and critical to the cun'ent issues in the media?". The ansrvers that rve are

looking for. is presented in this study based on the writer's experiences in on going 5 DA classes in English
Department of FKIP. Unilak- Pekanbaru. Responding the question above and to make the topic mole
comprehensible, this paper start r.vith the explanations on DA as approach especially Written DA (W-DA)
and a sub-discipline of DA namely 'Critical Discourse Analysis' (Henceforth: CDA)- that used as the second
approach that focus on the -'awareness" and "critical" inline r.r'ith DA as the big umbrella in this study'.

Since. the idea is try to help the students to seek information in the nervs and beyond the neu's and
construct their critical and aware sense to the nervs report- these tr,r,o approaches \\rere excellent choice to use
in this study. Therefore- the explanation and discussion of DA and CDA. based on'Norman F'aircloueh's
liameworks as u'ell as the media discourse presented in brief summar! in the beginning of this studl in
order to see the n'ay o1'this paper seeing the news reporl in a media. Thus. this paper attempted to use both
DA and CDA in helping the students analyzing hot nervs or current issues in ne\\'spaper ol in social media
li'om text level into discursive-social practices.

Finalll', the discussion in this paper tries to bound this discourse matter into ELT classroom activitl
by designing 5 different modules of class discussion in order to leads our students to be more anare and

critical with the power, ideology of media in control or shape rvhat the society should knou, or not-
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Ntoreover'. the idea of bringing students' anal)'sis on hot ne\vs or currenl issues into ELT classr.oom
discussion. b1' giving the EFL students chance to present their analysis in a lbrum of class discussion. lets
sa-'". it can be used as a strategv to empou'er them not onll' to be active in the classroom forum (i.e
dir;cussion) as they can practicing their abilitl, in proposing or counter opinion in the discussion However,
through the process of learning horv to use right methodology such as DA or CDA liame'"vork the class are
creating new agents r.r'ith an ability to see ne\\'s and belond the nervs comprehensivelv.

2. Media Discourse
Since this studl put neu,s especialll the hot one in media as the object to study and designed as a

bridge connecting betrveen students' activit) and media awareness in DA classroom situation. Get lamiliar
n'ithmedia discourse should also be impoftant to discuss in this event before doing the analysis. so this
section presented a summary in small portion of media discourse as introduction in order to see the rvay of
thi: i,aper seeing the nervs in a media.

,. Media discourse is an interesting perspective to explore, especially vhen objectiviry, becomes the
rnein topic- "Do media ob.iective in their news report?:' The majority of papers both media and discourse
studies still asking the same question until norv. Since the objectivity of reporting the reality inthe media
were so much inf'luenced by power and ideology of the elite or the media itself. the question vvill ahvays rise.
As lrou'ler (1991) mentions in his study "the 

"vorld 
of the press is not the real world- but a world skewed and

judged". Similarly. Hodge & Kress (1993) also mentions in their paper "its perception of 'reality' in the form
rvhich it regards as most suitable for its readership. Both of these study draw a similar conclusions that
different media influence our understanding and knowledge of the world r.ve live in, when they emplol- a
specific language. In effect. the language used is not become authentic anymore since it is determined and
administered b-r- dominant r.vorld views or ideologies.

The second thing that lve should also concern regarding media discourse is access. Which particular
person or groups in the community hat'e more or less access and opportunity to represent their yiel' in the
media rvill determine rvhat ner.vs report produced or re-produced. Moreover, this particular person or sroups
in the community linked rvith the power to impose limitations and constraints on access in the media. \/an
Dijk called these porverful people elites as they caq influence the structure of language and then societl- As
Forvler (1991 23) also reminds us in his article. "ne."vspapeis in part adopt this language for their ou.n and. in
deploying it, reproduce the attitudes ofthe porverful".

Media's po\\'er. role and influence in shaping and (re)production of media users'attitudes are crucial.-I-herefore rve need to teach our students to be more arvare and critical rvith the r.vay of media shapin_e the
rvorld and control what the society should knorv or not. Therefore employ DA and CDA as the approaches in
llainine our students as ne\\'agents to being a'arare and critical is the best options to ieveal.
2.1 Discourse and Nervs.

Nearly ever)one knorvs horv to read the ner.vs of the day. Most of the social and political knonledee
and beliet's about the rvorld derive from the dozens of ne,uvs reports people read or see e\.en da). \eus
reports- as a t-eature of popular culture. become intertrvined in everyday life. political speeches. and othei-
cnterlainment lorms such as movies.

But using nelvs as a resource fbr evervday life is different fi'om treatin_e it as a topic to undersnni hLli\
social reality is ordered, maintained- and repaired. On the one hand- news reports as resources sene to sei
emotional tones lbr the rh1'thms of lif'e and reminders of ideals of the order and disorder !:,a:
threaten peaceful neighborhoods and the cosmologies of norrnal order.On the other hand- ne*s :elL,ns r.i
topics provide a'rvindon' into organizational framer.vorks of reality maintenance and their rele.,":,ce :_:
broader societal definitions of situations. courses of action. and assessments ola life sorld (.{lrheli:: l:,i-r,

Many. prominent research rvith linguistic orientation mentions. the discourse of neris r-ei..:- ::. ie
seen from ttl'o dimensions: the structure of nervs text and nervs production. In 1988- Teun r:n D: " 3r,i.: L
ihcse dimensions in his book A/erls as Discottse. The tlrstdimension isthetert. as this enJ\1c-s r: -:! :--
ideoloeies that impact on and reflect thelargenvorld.Many past studies in this area especi:.t1, i:. -.-.- -_.
r:ricntation consider the ne\vs text fi'om the vantage points of discourse structure or li:r_:L-.:::: :--:: :.- -

according to its impact as ideology-bearing discourse. Theseconddimensions. :i',,, s :-,,:-:: -
thatoltheprocess includingthe norms and routines of the communit_r of neris pra,-riri,ri:-: . -.-:-. -:. -,- _:

pai.)er sees these tu'o dimensions as inseparable part in the fl'amervork ot'this paper. i'. :". r::r :.,: - : :. .-.
approachdesign in order toanalrzenews, primarilyasatypeoftertordiscourse.

3- \ii:;-ir-vis; Meth:dology and Framervork
The above section explained briefly that Media was ven'porverlul. in sharl:. ::r

nervs-'fherefore- rve need to come out $'ith approach and methodolog)'thar cirr ne.: -.-,

a\.vareness and critical thinking to the nervs that society including students mighi c,r:.--:-:

Shaping tlrc Nev, Trends of English fs.l.'r;;r;g ,;';
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ln the beginning of its creation. DA began as a'non-critical' discipline aiming to describe and analvze
discourse, and develop theories of communication. DA is a unique discipline in Linguistics. many others
disciplines in linguistics c'fcourse study texts. such as historical linguistics- sociolinguistics- psycholinguistics-
etc but not in detail level, systematic and retroductable in the r.r'ay DA can do.

In applied linguistics DA is not only to be perceived as a method or methodolog", but also as theories
about text production, and text reception (that is r.vhy this paper used it interchangeably). DA is both a
theoretical and empirical enterprise. In DA analyses should be transparent so that any reader can trace and
understand the detailed in-depth textual anall'sis similarly to r.vhat CDA applies to social science research as
rvell. (Wodak:2001)

This study proposed DA, more specifically written DA since we are dealing with nervspaper, to work
inline with CDA, to form a suitable methodology and framervork that can helps analyze the nervs from the
critical point of view. The idea of forming DA and CDA in analyzing neu/s among others discipline.

-. Borrorving terminology from Wodak (Kendall: 2007) this paper might call as "integrated interdisciplinarity":
;.integrating approaches for an object under investigation in innovative r.va1,s. We may find a more or iess
critical perspective in such diverse areas as pragmatics. conversation analysis. narrative analysis, rhetoric,
stylistics, sociolinguistics, ethnography, or media analysis however using CDA framervork shall be the right
choice to works under written DA methodology.

Thus, this section will starts by explaining the term of Discourse, Discourse Analysis then moving to
Written-DA and finally CDA which employ an established CDA's framework in discourse study,
particularly here the three dimensions framework developed by Norman Fairclough in order to make
newsanalysis moresystematically as well as to enrich the students' knou'ledge rvith discourse matter.

The term "discourse" is a complex and mammoth-like interpretation. Many previous studies mention
the term discourse in various broad interpretations since its introduction to modern science. Hence, this
present study only sees and refers discourse to the linguistics of language use as a r.vay of understanding
interactions in a social context, specifically the analysis ofoccurring connected speech or written discourse,
as well as discourse as a subject of study in the academic community.

In language studies. the term discourse is defined in a number of different rvals- Therefore, the
definitionofdiscourse reflectedherervill focusontheappliedlinguisticspointofviervinrvhichdiscourseis
language in use. While, the analysis ol language in use we might call discourse analysis (DA). It tries to
recognize and identify linguistic patterns of various genres as rvell as the interrelationships among social
relations, social identities and contexts ofspecific language use.

Moreover, many past studies in discourse analysis had quite similar r.vith the definitions above such
as; Carter (1993), r.vho defines DA as a rvay of examinin-e the use of language functions in diff'erent speech
communities and to discover patterns-either in spoken or r,vrittsn forms as vvell as their correlation r.vith the
societies. This is in line with Cook's (1994) vierv rvho mentions that DA involves the analysis to recognize
and identify linguistic patterns of various genres as u'ell as the interrelationships among social relations,
social identities and contexts ofspecific language use.

Many prominent scholars in the past proposed their make use of the theories from Michel Foucault,
Jacques Derrida, Julia Kristeva, or Fredric Jameson as rvell as of other critical and post-modern thinkers and
all these scholars, somehorv sees similarities that DA can be applied to an)' text, problem or situation as
Frohmann (1994) mentions in his articles that:

"Discourse analysis is a v,ay of approaching and thinking about a problem. Although, discottrse
analysis does nol prot,ide a tangible ansller lo problems based on scientifc research. but ir enables us

to understand the condilions behind a speciftc problem and ntake us reali=e that the essence of that
problent, and its resolution".

Frohmann in Hamuddin (2012:.9)

Moreover. DA provides a basic methodolo,e,v to describes and anall'ze hou' the structure and content
of the text encodes ideas and the relation among the ideas itself that are present in the text. systematically.
(Hamuddin:2012). This methodology draws on r'vork in a varietl'oldisciplines. including text linguistics
analysis such as CDA.

As a modern methodology DA provides wa-vs to describe and anall'ze horv the structure and content of
the text encodes ideas and the relation among the ideas itsell. Therefbre in this stud-v.. proposed DA as the
main framervork and rvorking as the big umbrella to the t}ameu'orkanallsis: Cf)A.

The area in DA basically divided into t\vo trpes olmaterial of anal;-sis: spoken discourse and r,r'ritten
discourse. Neu,s reporl in Newspapers. or social media (e.g: Facebook. t\\'itter) is rvritten material. Therelble-
this paper aimed to presented as rvell a small portion ol Written-DA since the focus is anal-vsis of u'ritten
discourse-
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3.1 Written discourse
The hot nervs either printed or online news can be useasa greatsourceoflearning analyzinglanguage

ir rrseanditalsoprovidesinteresting material to observe. Forvariety ofpeopleespecially linguists seeing DA as

ma.lor discipline in linguistic that has main concems in recognizing and identifying linguistic patterns of
various genres as ,'vell as the interrelationships among social relations, social identities and contexts of
specific language use.

Wriften discourse is a part of DA beside spoken discourse. Written discourse such as text or printed
ne$'s report in media consists of rich data to analyze such as; rvord choice. image. color. etc. Horvever. the
primary goal analyzing written texts is not merely identify and explain alt data in the text. Nevertheless. to
describes its structure and conrcrrt. Therefore, rvritten discourse can be vierved from various angles in
accordance to what the readers focus on using interdisciplinarity perspectives and approaches.

Discourse analysis is basically interpretative and deconstructing reading. To bring hot nen's and

cun'ent issues taken from media such as news paper or news in social media need rrtore than just interpretive
cr grasping specific information through reading. it needs a second approach to stsRoort DA methcdotogl.
Since we need to bring the students onto more aware and critical to the nervs posted in the media. therefore
lve need Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) framervork.,Moreover, CDA can help the students in ELT
classroom become more advance in seeing the nervs and beyond the news. thus, analyzing using CDA based

r.'n Fairclough's three dimensional frameworks. the students in DA class can leam to see news at least from 3
different level; text, discursive practice and social practice.

3.2 CDA and Current issues in Nervspaper
Critical discourse analysis (CDA) brings the critical tradition in social analysis into language studies.

and contributes to critical social analysis a particular tbcus on discourse, and on relations between discourse
and other social elements such as; po\ /er relations. ideologies, institutions, social identities, and so forth.
Critical theories, likewise CDA, want to produce and convey critical knowledge that enables human beings to
emancipate themselves from forms of domination through self-reflection. CDA aimed at producing
'enlightenment and emancipation'- CDA seek not only to describe and explain, but also to root out a
particutar kind of delusion. Even rvith differin-e concepts of ideology. Critical Theory seeks to create
alvareness in agents oftheir orvn needs and interests. (Faiclough and wodak: 200g)

Further. CDA is a type of discourse analltical research that primarily studies the way social por.ver
abuse. dominance, and inequality are enacted- reproduced. and resiited by iext and talk in the social and
political context- It has a concern rvith representations ofsocietal issues, hidden agendas, texts that impact on
people's lives it claims therefore to take an ethical stance in addressing power inibalances, inequities, socialjustice agenda to spur readers into resistant and corrective social action.

Furthermore, Many experts in CDA such as Fairclough: Wodak , van Dijk mentions some of the
CDA uniqueness as a social research approach. Extracted from their studies this paier presented some ofthe
CDA's Uniqueness;

' lt focuses on typical social problems and political issues (i.e. porver. dominance, hegemony, ideologv.
class- gender, race, discrimination, interests. reproduction, institutions, social structure, and iocial orOeiy
More specifically, CDA focuses on the \\'avs discourse structures enact, confirm, legitimate- reproduce. or
challenge relations olporver and dominance in societ,r..

' Multidisciplinary in analyzing the social problems and come out u'ith "better" critical analysis than other
analysis.

' lt tries to explain the society in terms ol properties of social interaction and especially social structure.
Rather than merely describe discourse structures.

' it criticizes existing reality on normative grounds. rvhich contributes to the latter a tbcus on critical on
social elements

The question of 'can we bring the uniqueness o1' CDA into ELT classroom in order to teach our
students become agents in socio-humanity research?" should be exposed again to remind about the inter-
iisciplinarity concept of CDA. Since CDA is not a specific direction of research. and there isno grand theory
in CDA or unitary theoretical ft'amervork. within the aims mentioned above rvould be lovely stand to say thatthis is an "innovative ways", integratin-e approaches lor an ob.iect under investigation using ,'integrated
interdisciplinaritl-"-, (Ruth wodak explanation in the intervie,,,n, rviih Kendal). Interdiiciplinarityif CDa r.vith
others approaches such as DA methodologf is thc right track to seek the answer. Horvever. Wodak also
a<iding some notes to avoid less-producti'e result in interdisciplinaritl,;"if various disciplinaty perspectives ore not discussecl, and rieir epistemological ftantework not

refected before they are used or integroted. and rhen interdisciplinar),does not make much sense.
(Wodak : 2003).
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However- she proposed precise critelia fbr an interdisciplinary methodology in a concept o1: mutual
understanding, conceptual tools and anall'tical concepts. (Wodak : 2003). B,v- employ these three concepts of
interdisciplinarity in a social critical studl'such as CDA rvill steer clearofsuperficial or ad hoc and can be run
on the right track.

Regarding to many explanations above this paper r.vould like to revier.v and bring about a claim that
CDA has never been and has never attempted to be or to provide one grand theorl'" and protagonist
methodology'because this is not characteristic of research in CDA. On the contrary. researches in CDA are
multifarious. derived tiom quite diflerent theoretical backgrounds and oriented torvards very dillerent data and
methodologies. So the ans\\.er of the question above is yes v,e can bring CDA into multifarious and difl'erent
methodologies such ELT classroom activity to analyze language in use from many news or culrent issues in
printed material with aims to create new agents with an ability to a'ware and think critical to the societal issue
in DA class. Similarly, Weingart (2000:30), states that interdisciplinarity can be seen as the result of
opportunism in the production of knorvledge: researchers seize interdisciplir,ary opportunities to produce
new knorvledge; practitioners -erab these opporlunities as well and provide the iiecessary resources.

Therefore- this paper grabs this opportunity to bring the uniqueness of CDA framework combine rvith
DA methodology and brougtrt it into ELT classroom activities (i.e.analyze and discussion) to train EFL
students in DA class to be better agents olsocio-humanity analysts. The agents that has an ability to analyze
and explain discourse structure. social interaction and.especially social structure.

Moreover, the triangulatory approach proposed in this paper is based on the concept of'context' of
training DA students to be a critical discourse analyst using combinations of CDA in written discourse
anall'sis. The approach rvill be follorving the three dimensional framework developed by Norman Fairclough,
which takes into account three tbcal points analysis:
. The linguistic features olthe text

' Discursive practice: processes relating to the production and consumption of the text
' Social practice; the wider social practice to which the communicative event belongs

This study employ's the framervork since it enables to go beyond text and to understand how and why
media texts are constructed- and r.vhat rrr€ssages thev encode and decoded or inferred by the audience.
Therefore, it enables the students to see the nervs and beyond the ne'"vs in their analysis. The explanation of
Fairclough's three dimensional frame*orks rvill be presented brieflf in the following next sub-section.

3.3 (Hot) News report in ELT's Discussion Forum
A number of social theorists and linguists rvork in the field of DA as well as CDA open chances for

ELT practitioner such as lecturer and English practitioner in university level to bridging between English
language teaching and social-events analysis in a d1'namic interdisciplinarity approach.

Most of the pervious studies in ELT for EFL students focus on the strategies or authentic material as a
teaching aids (i.e holv to be neu's anchor. journalist in nervs paper or using English printed material:
newspaper, magazine. etc). Whereas, this paper proposing something different on the use of news report in
ELT. If other strategies focusing on "hou'to improve [...]" especially the language skitls such as reading,
rvriting or other English skills "through or use [...] (i.e. specific strategy)". This paper proposed not only make
the students active in reading but also make a notes (i.e analysis- comments) and then they should ready to
present their analysis in forum of class discussion. Analyzing news repoft in DA class as part of ELT process.
promisin-e many positive things ho'rvever it needs a comprehensive and suitable approach and methodology in
order to reach the goals of learning process. Therefbre this paper proposed Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA)
framervork used in DA methodology.

Crilical as mentioned in the fiameuork is not to be understood in the common sense of the rvord, i.e.
criticizing, or being negative. Thus. "positive" it can be means: not taking anything for granted; opening up
alternative perspectives; self:ret'lection of the research process: making ideological positions manilested in the
respective text transparent (Wodak: 2003). As this studl'sees the r.vords of critical in DA, in a terms form of
in-depth anal1,'sis or see be1'ond the things. Moreover. to see beyond the things (discourse). it needs a

framervork that rvorking vis-ir-r'is u'ith DA. -l'herefbre. 
this study propose Faiclough's frametvork used by' the

students in their analysis and let them learn to see the news and beyond the nervs through DA class activit).
The section belor'v presented brief summar\ o1' Fairclough's three dimensional framervorks and the sitnple
application of the fiamervork in E,Ll- classroom.

3.4 Fairclough's Three-Dimensional Framervork
The reason be,v-ond the use of lrameuork dereloped

help the students learn horv to analyze the discourse
dimensional is well known framervork both in DA

b;' Norman Fairclough in DA class in order to
of the current issues. Fairclough's three
and CDA as the approach that can help
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societ), to produce and convey critical kno'"vledge that enables them at producing enlightenment and
emancipation of society member's own needs and interests.

In this section. the basic theory of Fairclough framework explained belorv and the application
espctiall) lbr DA class also revealed in the last section in every dimension of the framework.

ItrllIffilcli
t4ial rnd hi{d!(&l @!e!t

olsGrw ?nacrKti
lrd*noo, di!?r,b!ss.

nI

Figure 1.0 Fairclough's three-dimensional model lor CDA

Fairclough's three-Dimensional framework was developed to study the intenelationship between
discourse and wider social structures. It Slightly similar with the social-cognitive model of van Dijk and the
discourse-historic model of Wodak. However this framework holds a more social-theoretical view towards
doing analysis than the two others.

This framework consisted with analysis from 3 focal points; Text, Discursive practice and Social
practice. The brief summary on every level of dimension as well as the application in ELT classroom
activities regarding to the analysis of nervs report in the media will also presented.

The analysis might be not as good as the social researcher in higher level, or it might not to deep in
analyzing ideology or power that we usually found in CDA research. Thus, Let's put this as consideration or
we are being tolerate to the new agents that just starting theirjourney as a social researcher. Horvever. the
analysis should employ or seeing the "discourse" in three dimensions; Text, Discursive practice and Social
practice.

First level: Text
The first dimension'discourse as text' aims to study the textual features of discourses, that is'horv is

the text designed, lvhy it is designed in this way. and holv else could it have been designed?' (Fairclough
1995, p. 202). ln this level, the focus exploration more on the formal features of the text such as vocabulary,
grammar, syntax-or specific lexis, phrase, sentence, figufes, images, chart, color, or a combination all of these
(multimedia).

Further- Thefirstmajorconsiderationinthisanalysisisthestructuresofneu'sdiscourse. Therefore In class
activitv; the textual dimension analysis is the level ofthe students should avvare to the linguistics structure
and linguistic features lrom the news. However, the activity also can be designed as a simple task. for
example lecturer asks the students to lbcus either analyzing then discussing the title choice. or analy'zing the
language structure ofthe hot nervs (both will be preferred).

Second Level: Discursive practice
The second dimension is the discursive practice rvhich involves the production, distribution and

consumption of texts. The discursive practice is the process through u,hich rvriters (or journalists)
produce texts. and readers or receivers use and understand them (Richardson 2007). This dimension
explains on hor.v the relationship betrveen text and social practice is mediated by discursive pracrice such as
in ne*'s report how authors dra,uv on already existing discourses and genres to produce a tex-t as rvell as on
irou readers apply available genres and discourses in the consumption and interpretation ofthe texts.

Further. the anall'sis in this dimension can be designed in the activity of the students to look into the
choice ofsentences made by thejournalist in their newspaper. and try to explain hou'these choices influence
the readers' interpretation and reproduce the nes,s.

Third Level: language use as social practice
The last and third dimension of Fairclou-eh's model is discourse as social practice rvhich is embedded

and drau's on the concepts ofideologl'. pou,er and hegemonl to illustrate the function and consequences ol
discourse in re-producing or transfbrming unequal porver relations. Therelbre. the analysis of this dimension
in the newspaper especially. in hot issues diseet+rse requires the analvst to look outside the text and examine
the relationship bet\\'een joumalism and the social fbrmation as a rvhole (Richardson 2007).

Shaping the New Trend.s of English Teoching and Teaching and Studies
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Further. the last dimension of Farclough model could be both challenging activity as rvell as the most
interesting analysis in the class. Therefore the class activity can be designed by ask the students try to
identify a topic for anall'sis. and then collect a corpus of texts. then cio the analysis horv langua-ee is used to
reproduce ideologies in the text.

4. The Discussion Modules
ln DA class. the discussion become the heart of the class activitl,, The discussion held every r.veek by

presentin-e difTerent group lvith dif-ferent topic depending on the hot ner,vs in that time or module employ in
the class.

In general. the students'analysis should be presented in lbrum ofdiscussion by every group (consist
of 3 or more students) based on the genre or topic they got in the beginning of the class such as politic,
economic- culture, education, sports. Etc. The analysis should including combination of DA (methodology)
and CDA tiamervork. After the analysis pF:sented. the discussion begins. This is should be the main frame of
the discussion. The time in presenting thei."analysis consists of l0-20 minures, flexibility depends on how
many students as a group member. lets say every students should talk 5 to 7 minutes.

Although the ideal discussion in DA class is suppose to be spontaneous and unpredictable. However,
having a planning or design about the most ideals discussion setting to get a proper goal for DA class often
put lecturer as the mastermind. Therefore this paper designs 5 different modules for tfre discussion in DA
class as presented below:

Module l
Lecturer will provide students rvith hot topics from the ner.vs (mass media or social media) in different

genres (e.g. politic, economic, social, culture. etc)- focusing on different group with different topics. The
students had chance to study and make analysis for a week. Next class the chosen group will bring the result
of the analysis on their respective topics (brings along the news) that consists of their critical point of view
using one ofthe lramework in CDA approach. The other groups try to seek the rveaknesses ofthe presenters'
analvsis. The presenter should stand for their analysis and come out rvith more comprehensive data and
references.

Utility: This practice will break ice and students will feel motivated to speak in English, leam how to
drarvn a arguments from corpus as rvell as to empower the students more active in proposing or counter
opinion in a forum ofclass discussion.

3.2 Motlule 2
Practice: Students rvill choose from a pool'of topics (selected bv lecturer), the ner,vs will be posted in

the rvall (or spreads the copy to entire groups)- every group takes 15 minutes to brainstorm and make brief
analysis. Then they u,ill speak extemporary.

Utility: Through this practice. students will learn to speak extemporarily. They u,ill also acquire the
techniques to brainstorm on a topic r,vhich rvill improve both speaking and rvriting skills.
Module 3

Practice: Lecturer form the students into several groups each consisted with 4-5 (e.i in my class
consists of max 25 students. so it \4'ill be around 5-6 groups). Lecturer rvill share single topic taken from
current issues or hot nervs to explore, further, the groups have one week to make an analysis. ln the
presentation day all the group should have a short presentation (around 7-10 minutes each group) oftheir
analysis. Then after all last groups finished their session discussion begins by each group asking other group
in a round-table discussion format. In the end of discussion every -sroup should come out \\'ith notes consists
of the idea from ever-v group.

Utility: Students rvill learn to work in a group to research. discuss and build cases together. They rvill
also apprehend horv to divide the points among themselves and lbllou, team decisions this models allorv the
students to learn the skills of English language and the art of interpersonal relationship.
Module 4

Practice: Lecturer u,ill allorved the students to chose their orvn topic from hot nervs and the1, have I
rveek to analyze u'ith their group member. during the rveek befbre the presentation day. a _eroup member
should have a meeting and sit together to anall,ze the neu,s. After a u,eek the) should presenl their case in the
class in a forum ol discussion. The lecturer become the vhistle blov,er u'hile other students become
audiences and free to share their ideas. thel,could be supporting the presenters or against them in other words
the discussions will runs interestin-el1 if there is a tbedback liom the audiences therelbre. one of the students
rvill play'the role of moderator to control and arrange the tralfic as u'ell as to rise audiences attention.

Utility: Through thisfeedback discussion technique helps students learn group roles and processes and
raises alvareness regarding what comprises a high-quality discussion. In this format the lecturer have a
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wonderful oppoftunity to study the dynamics of their students in group and to see the strengths and
weaknesses oftheir ability to have group discussions.

Module 5
Practice: For large number of students (i.e more than 30 students) try to use online fbrum it rvill help a

lot- The lecture can give a chance for every single students or pair as well as group to come out u.ith their
analysis lvithout being shaped by time or other limitation. Online discussion can stiil run even in the middle
of the night or in the early morning.

Lecturer role plays as an observer in the online forum. Horvever, the lecturer still can run class
discussion if there is unsettled discussion in online forum or there is tremendous explanation (i.e ideas,
opinion, comments, and data) that need to be stressed in the classroom so everyone can get the point.

Utility: This module can give all the students an equal chance to propose ideas or.ouni.. ideas in a
forum thal every student has an equal right. The students' r.vriting skill as well as ability to find a supporting
reference atdata will be rises through the online discussion forum. Simultaneously, the classroom discussion
runs in order to support the online discussion, this classroom discussion also can be used to crediting or
advising pagicular students for their effort in the online forum.

5. Conclusions
The art of teaching requires being clear about our goals and using teaching strategies that are in

concert with those goals consistently connecting our means with our ends. The goil ir to bring teaching
strategies into sync with our teaching objectives for that lesson. Therefore, leciurers can use discourse
analysis not only as a discipline or methodology for investigating their orvn teaching practices but also can be
use vis-d-vis with other approach, as a tool for studying interactions, social process, events. Etc

What this paper belief as the goals in teaching DA, is not merely teaching the students more familiar
with names of experts or knowing many theories. However, aims to teach the itudents how to use DA to
understand about the discourse of socio-humanity.

Using DA inline r.vith CDA Framework developed by Fairclough. promising more advantageous
benefits to explore the language in use and horv it is used to achieve communicatiue goals in different
contexts. Fairclough's three dimensional is well known framelvork both in DA and CDA as
the approach that can help society to produce and convev critical knorvledge that enables them at
producing enlightenment and emancipation of society member's own needs and interests.

Furthermore, Using CDA framervork can direct our students to be more arvare and critical with the
control of por'ver, ideology of media. Through the activity of analyzing the result (i.e presenting) in classroom
discussion can'help to create a learning environment that more accurately reflects htl* ianguage is used and
encourages students torvard their goal of proficiencl,' in specific
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